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Use our handy  
iron-on monograms to  
personalize a closetful of  his and her  
wearables, accessories and more!

M    ONOGRAM 
AND GO! 



simply sweet... A yummy treat 
to take everywhere you go? Why not? This 
piece doubles up on cutie-pie appliqués. The 
cupcake is one and so is the scripty monogram. 
We ironed on the letter, according to the 
manufacturer’s directions. Then, we added 
eyelets before securing the design on a chain.

write on... It’s not just a journal…
it’s a project full of personalized fun! We gave 
this blank book a brand new cover. It features 
a whole alphabet of fun, iron-on monograms 
applied according to the manufacturer’s 
directions. Talk about “to the letter!” We 
even monogrammed a pair of coordinating 
bookmarks.

just joy  
“Edgy” is the word for these unusual 

iron-ons. They’re distressed monograms, and 
they’re the perfect touch for our joyful throw. Hooray for fray!



tied up... This look is definitely fit to be 
tied. Spruce up his favorite neckwear with a handsome 
monogram. There’s no need to break out the needle and  
thread…these letters are easy-to-apply iron-ons. Choose a  
classic font, like the one shown here. It ties in beautifully to a day on the job!

classic keepsake 
Something classic, something sweet. 

That’s what you want in a pretty 
little keepsake. These dainty hankies 

feature beautiful embroidered 
monograms. Who would guess that 

they’re iron-ons? They’re perfect 
for bridal party gifts, mother’s day 

gifts…even a sweet sixteen!

keep it fresh
A simple sachet gets 
some personalized 

appeal when you add 
our fun, iron-on letters. 
We made one for him 

and one for her…and it 
was as easy as following 

the manufacturer’s 
directions. What a 
terrific gift idea!
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fab feet... It’s so much fun to sew a 
slipper, but what makes this cushy footwear even 
more divine? A pair of pretty monograms! We 

followed the manufacturer’s directions to iron 
them into place. Tip: Make your toesies cozy 
in slippers just like these using Simplicity 

pattern #4747 and fabrics from our 
extensive Fabric Department.

soft hearted » 
You love to wear our  
versatile iron-ons, it’s true. 
But our monograms are 
perfect for home décor too! 
This pretty pillow is better 
with letters! We chose a 
classic font and ironed it 
into place, according to the 
manufacturer’s directions.  

« bling thing
You need a little more than 
a monogram? Sprinkle 
on some bling! This piece 
twinkles with a bevy of chic 
heat-set gemstones. They’re 
easy to apply—simply 
follow the manufacturer’s 
directions—and they add 
lots of sparkle to your 
personalized designs. OK  
people, it’s time to shine!

chic shorts... Your 
creature comforts are your favorite 
things. And what could be more 
personal? Monogram everything 
from socks to tanks to a pair of 
classic boxers. It’s easy with our 
extensive collection of iron-on letters. 
Just follow the manufacturer’s 
directions to apply.


